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Host ACTD_John_Sea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "Sorcery" Part IV 10110.07

Host ACTD_John_Sea says:
Action: Dawn Breaks Upon the World of the Elementals, a quiet descends upon the realm.

EO_Z`heta says:
@::On the top of the mountain looking at the Earth Elementals.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Walking now close to the dwarven camp.::

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Following the CO CTO and OPS to see the Dwarven king.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
4CTO, CEO: So we had better go straight to the king and see if he accepts our presents.

CIV_Deimon says:
@::Looks over at Sketek, and then to the Earth elementals.::

FCO_Durron says:
@::Walkes over to the EO.:: EO: Could you try to make a tricorder for me?

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Waking on the top of the mountain looking at the land bellow.::

Host Earth_Elemental says:
::Munches on the Platinum Necklace.::

EO_Z`heta says:
@FCO: I'm sorry sir, but technology and electronics are out of my capabilities...  Merlin didn't turn me into a replicator...  But I'll try again.

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Nods at the CO.::

CIV_Deimon says:
@Earth Elemental: We come requesting assistance.

FCO_Durron says:
@EO: Thanks.

Host Earth_Elemental says:
::Sits down creating a *Thud*.:: CIV: I will listen now that you have fed me.

EO_Z`heta says:
@::Focuses and concentrates... thinks about a tricorder...::

Host Earth_Elemental says:
Action: The Diamond Golems lead the CO's team to the great hall of the Dwarven King.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Looks around, sees the king at the back on an elevated throne.:: CTO, CEO: Impressive.

Host Earth_Elemental says:
Action: The EO creates a tricorder.

CTO_Senek says:
$CO: Indeed.

Host Earth_Elemental says:
Action: A few more elementals of molten lava step from the pool and begin to gather around

CEO_Rogers says:
$CO: Yeah, no kidding - even under traveling coditions this guy's got his living conditions up real high.

CIV_Deimon says:
@Elemental: Yes, well, I come from a plane known as the Prime Material Plane, an evil force known as the Necromancers, allied with the wraiths, are soon to invade our world, if they do, all realities will break apart, and there will be existence-wide chaos. We have come to build a fighting force against the Necromancers and save existence, we wish..

CIV_Deimon says:
@Elemental: to offer a treaty and that you may ally with us and our small force which has already been created in the battle against evil.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Walks cautiously towards the throne, when she is there she bends to one knee while looking up.:: King: High king of this proud folk we bring you presents to show our admiration for you and your people.

EO_Z`heta says:
@::Glazes at the tricorder...:: FCO: Sir, it seems I was completely mistaken! I did make a tricorder! Here!  ::Hands tricorder to FCO.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CEO: Please present our gifts.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Steps next to CO and kneels in front of the king as well.::

Host Earth_Elemental says:
::Looks thoughtful.:: CIV: For untold Millenia we elementals have been Neutral in the ongoing war between Light and Darkness.

CSO_Sketek says:
@::Watching the CIV speak to elementals.::

Host Earth_Elemental says:
<Dwarven King Ironheart> CO: Welcome, my Golems have treated you well I trust?

FCO_Durron says:
@::Looks at the tricorder.:: EO: Good Job. and thank you  You may want to make some of these for the rest of our team.

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Is surpriced by the efforts of the EO.::

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Steps forward and places the 3 golden statues on the ground before the king.::

CIV_Deimon says:
@Elemental: As have the people of my existence because we have been uninformed of the alternate planes, but now that our existence has come under attack, we've no choice but to take sides, and we wish to make a statement that we are a thing of good and light, and we request your assistance to stop those things of darkness and evil, for if they are...

Host CO_Kalla says:
Ironheart: Yes, indeed, we have been treated with respect and kindness befitting your people.

FCO_Durron says:
@::Steps outside the cavern and begins to scan the area to get a map.::

CIV_Deimon says:
@Elemental:...to capture our plane, all planes of existence, including yours might be thrown into chaos and destroyed, we must defeat the force which wishes this upon existence, and we require your help. Please, help us.

EO_Z`heta says:
@FCO: I'm right on it! ::Focuses and makes tricorders for everybody.:: CNS: Here you go, it may prove useful.  ::Hands CNS a tricorder.::

Host Earth_Elemental says:
CIV: ::Munches on his platinum chain which the EO gave him, hands the CIV a map.:: CIV: Here is the location of the Flux, I will meet you there, and we will meet with all the elementals.

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Takes the tricorder from the EO.:: EO: Thanks.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Gets up but remins before the throne.::

Host Earth_Elemental says:
<Dwarven King> CO: Approach with your gifts, please.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Rises up as well and waits for CEO to present the statues.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@Elemental: We will see you there. ::Bows.::

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Starts scanning the area.::

CIV_Deimon says:
@::Takes the map putting it in his pocket, and with a smile, bows.:: Elemental: Thank you for considering our offer, and we certainly hope that you agree to assist us in the rescue of existence, we wish you well, and will see you at the appointed place.

Host Earth_Elemental says:
Action: The earth elementals enter the pool of boiling earth and vanish.

EO_Z`heta says:
@CNS: You're welcome.  If you whish, I'll make a phaser too.  But for the time being let me see how the conversation is going with the Earth Elementals.

Host King_Ironheart says:
CO: This is indeed a wonderful array of gifts.  I am now honor-bound to give you an audience.

CNS_Jordain says:
@EO: I hope it's going well.

EO_Z`heta says:
@::Nods at the CNS.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$Ironheart: Royal gifts for a royal heart.

Host King_Ironheart says:
::Puffs up and grins.:: CO: You have the silver tongue of a bard.  How can I help you?

Host CO_Kalla says:
Ironheart: To be frank, King Ironheart. We are here to seek the aid of the elementals of your world in the fight against the forces of darkness.

CIV_Deimon says:
@::Turns in preperation to leave.:: CSO:Well, how good are you at reading universal maps?

EO_Z`heta says:
@CSO, CIV: I made some tricorders.  Perhaps they will help us finding the flux.  ::Hands them the tricorders.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@CIV: I think mapping a two-dimensional surface is always very similar.

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: Thank you.

FCO_Durron says:
@::Tries to climb to a higher place to scan a wider area.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
CO: Well, I have no say regarding the Elementals, they are a law unto themselves, we dwarves have been in the service of good for eons. This intrigues me.

CIV_Deimon says:
@::Looks at the FCO.::

CIV_Deimon says:
@FCO:You know that you can fly... right?

CSO_Sketek says:
@FCO: Since you have the ability to fly, could you rise a bit and check if there is anything else worth seeing nearby?

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The FCO flies above the temple and sees a place where there is a pool of molten earth, an alter to air, a pool of water, and a pool of fire

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: So we can also count on your assistance?

FCO_Durron says:
@CIV:Humm? Oh yeah..right.. good idea.

Host King_Ironheart says:
CO: Tell me how you arrived here, and what is your mission, you are obviously not of this plane. ::Points to her ears.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: Do we have an active communication link to the other team?

FCO_Durron says:
@::Begins scanning the area between whatever that mass of pools is and the tempels.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: No, obviously. We are from the Prime Material Plane and have been brought to assist in the struggle by Merlin the Sorcerer. We are based in a plane with Giants...

EO_Z`heta says:
@CSO: I can send a telepathic message to the captain, but I won't get any answer.

FCO_Durron says:
@CSO: Well, I can see a group of pools and a few other things,

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: Could you somehow create a communication device?

CTO_Senek says:
$::Stands still as CO tells the tale.::

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Stands behind the CO, listening to the conversation quietly.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
::Hops to his feet and puts on his helmet with large horns.:: CO: Merlin, that long bearded windbag, it would be good to see him again!

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: We have all been issued with abilities befitting our usual station on our starship. I myself is a planeswalker, my chief of security ::Points to Senek.:: can throw lightning and my chief engineer ::Points to CEO.:: can create all things...

EO_Z`heta says:
@CSO: I think I can, but unless the other team has a comm device as well, it will be useless... 

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: So if your people have any needs, please let us know, and we may create something to help you.

FCO_Durron says:
@CSO: If you wanted I could fly down to the CO with a mesage.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: There are also others of my crew, but they have gone into the mountains to examine a temple there.,

Host King_Ironheart says:
::Beams with pride.:: CO: We dwarves and our golems will help you, the powers of Good have too long been out of touch, ::Grabs his battle hammer.:: and I am out of practice. Who is the enemy?

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Cannot help but be impressed by the King's willingness to help.:: King Ironheart.: The Giants are fighting against dragons and undead together with other forces of good.

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Is still scanning but not finding anything yet.::

FCO_Durron says:
@::looks at CSO and lands near him.::CSO: I could take a comunicator down to the CO if you wanted.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: But we cannot go back before our crew is together again.

CIV_Deimon says:
::Stands looking at the map while they're deciding how to send word.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@FCO: Please fly over to the CO and tell her that we should meet at the given location on the map.

EO_Z`heta says:
@FCO: Or you can ask Rogers to create one...

Host King_Ironheart says:
CO: Undead, yuk those bone-headed Necromancers are at it again are they? Well, we'll fix their waggons for good, make sure you bring lots of ale because my warriors fight and play hard!

CIV_Deimon says:
@CSO:It occurs to me that we have the ability via our operations officer to simply send thoughts...

FCO_Durron says:
@EO:: Yes, but it may not be compatible with yours.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: Ale, I see. ::Looks tellingly at CEO.:: I believe we could do that.

CSO_Sketek says:
@FCO: Take a communicator with you and fly to the captain.

FCO_Durron says:
@CSO: What is the position on the map that we are looking for?

CEO_Rogers says:
$CO: Ale, ma'am? I suppose ::Feels a bit disgusted, probably 'cause she does not like any form of alcohol, but she makes some anyways.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@::Points the location to FCO.::

EO_Z`heta says:
@FCO: Good point! ::Concentrates and creates two StarFleet standard commbadges.  Gives one to the FCO and the other to the CSO.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The sun dances off the well polished Diamond Golems and they begin to break camp, portals open and the Dwarven Army begins to arrive

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Irononheart: A small token of our esteem. And of Lt. Rogers's abilities. ::Points to the barrel.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Is happy to have the dwarves as allies, not enemies.::

FCO_Durron says:
@::Looks at the map compares it to his tricorder and marks the spot, then transfers a copy of the map to the CSO's tricorder.:: CSO: Never can be to careful.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CTO: Well, so far, so good. Do you sense anything about the other team?

Host King_Ironheart says:
CO: ::Winks.:: Never drink before battle, always after <G>

CSO_Sketek says:
@FCO: Very well, now you should hurry a bit.

FCO_Durron says:
@::Takes the comunicator from the EO and jumps into the air.:: CSO: Would you like me to come back here or stay with the CO?

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: Good advice, king Ironheart.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The dwarven army arrives, lines up in neat rows, all the dwarves have long Viking like helmets and battle hammers. They carry the banner of their King

CTO_Senek says:
$::Raises an eyebrow at the captain.:: CO: I can't sense them from a distance.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CEO: See if you can create a communicator.

FCO_Durron says:
@::Looks at CSO then into the valley.::

FCO_Durron says:
@::Takes off for the posisition of the dwarven caravan.::

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Watches the FCO take off into the air.::

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Nods.:: CO: Of course, Captain. ::Attempts to make the commuicator which the CO requested.::

EO_Z`heta says:
@CSO: Sir, I apologize for not having created commbadges for us all, but this thing can be quite exhausting.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: Up in the sky the CTO thinks he sees a bird circling, very high in the thermals.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: We will try to contact our other crew members to hear their progress.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The CEO creates a communicator.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Looks up to the sky and follows the bird's movements.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: I understand. Don't worry.

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Hands over the communicator to the CO.:: CO: 1 communicator, Captain.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Raises an eyebrow.:: CEO: Good work, lt. I was not sure it was possible.

Host King_Ironheart says:
::Looks up into the sky, walks over to the CTO.:: CTO: There are no birds on this world.

FCO_Durron says:
@::Spots the Dwarven army and looks alarmed but dives for the area.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
COMM: CSO: How are you progressing?

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Nods at the CO.:: CO: I think we can create technology, just not bring it with us when we switch planes.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Feels stupid in case CSO has not got another communicator.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@*CO*: We have met the elementals and they have agreed to a meeting.

CTO_Senek says:
$King: Nevertheless, I see something flying up there.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The Dwarves see a flying humanoid dive for the camp and begin shooting arrows!

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CTO: Threat?

CTO_Senek says:
$::Sees that the "bird" is FCO Durron.:: All: Stop shooting! He's with us!

Host King_Ironheart says:
CTO: I didnt mean we dont have flying creatures, that's a dragon, probably black.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$*CSO* Terrific work. The dwarves are all on our side too, and we are ready to go back. Are you far away?

EO_Z`heta says:
@::Nods at the CSO and takes a seat on a rock.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: Arrows shoot by the FCO.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Looks up in alarm.:: King Ironheart: Please stop your men. It may be one of my officers.

CTO_Senek says:
$King: No, it's actually a friend of ours. He was given the power of flight by Merlin the Sorcerer.

FCO_Durron says:
@::Spots the arrows and begins to twist and cover his face than gets the communicator.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@*CO*: I don't know the distance between us but assuming we both have walked, you can't be too far away from us.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The Dwarves stop shooting, for now...

FCO_Durron says:
@*CSO*: We may have... ::Looks at the sudden absence of arrows.:: ... oh..ok..nevermind.

EO_Z`heta says:
@CSO: Sir, I'll check on the FCO...  ::Focuses and creates a pair of binoculars.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The "bird" which was flying, sees another flyer and thinks "breakfast" A Black Dragon wings over and chases the FCO snapping at him.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$*CSO* Correct. Hmmm... We had better join up where we split up.

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: I have to tell you that your skills are most useful in survival situations.

FCO_Durron says:
$::Looks at the dragon.:: Self:Oh boy. ::Dives for ground.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Follows the battle in the skies.:: CTO: Fire.

CSO_Sketek says:
@*CO*: I agree.

CTO_Senek says:
$::Shoots some lightnings at the dragon.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: Arrows fly as the dwarves brace for combat *Air Raid!!!!*

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The lightning arcs hitting the FCO and the Dragon.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: I believe the best thing would be if at least I and CTO Senek went to meet my other crew members. CEO Rogers can go with you to explain about our success here

EO_Z`heta says:
@CSO: Merlin was kind to me.  Uh Oh! I think FCO is in trouble! a Bird is chasing after our FCO!

CNS_Jordain says:
@EO: What's happening down there?

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The FCO shrugs it off and so does the dragon.

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: Create two long range sniper rifles, please.

FCO_Durron says:
$::Is hit by the lightning and spins wildly away from it watching the flashes of ground and sky he is getting but readjusts and points himself at a rock looking over sholder.::

CEO_Rogers says:
$CO: Ma'am? You want me to stay here?

CTO_Senek says:
$::Wonders what happened to the lightnings' effectiveness, but keeps firing.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The Dragon snaps at the FCO with his mighty jaws.

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: Three rather, I think the CNS can shoot too.

EO_Z`heta says:
@CNS: A dragon is chasing Lt Durron! But he is dodging it! Oh..  He was hit!

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CEO: Let us see how this goes first. But if all succeeds then I want you to go back to the Giants with the dwarves to explain about our success.

FCO_Durron says:
$:Changes his mind and arck back over the dragon's back.::

CNS_Jordain says:
@EO: Give me a rifle too. lets see what the dragon is made off.

FCO_Durron says:
$::Gets an Idea and arcks back and lands on the dragons back.::

CTO_Senek says:
$::Stops shooting to avoid hitting FCO again.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The FCO lands on the Dragon's back and it soars upward.

FCO_Durron says:
$::Tries to cover the dragon's eyes.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@EO: Now would be a very good time to create those sniper rifles.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CEO: We need to get word to the Giants and Law as soon as possible. But we also need to get the rest of the team home and the dwarves to the other plane quickly...

CIV_Deimon says:
@::Stands at the edge of the cliff watching this whole battle far below and hears his team talking behind and wonders just how far ligtning can strike.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CTO, CEO: So I suggest that CEO go with the dwarves through the portals, and CTO and I meet the rest and return quickly.

FCO_Durron says:
$::Tries to kick the dragon.:: Dragon: YOU ARE NOT GOING TO EAT ME.

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Nods at the CO.:: CO: All right.

EO_Z`heta says:
@CSO: At once! ::Focuses on a rifle... thinks of weaponry...:: Self: Done!  ::Hands the CNS the rifle.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CEO, CTO: Unless they reach us before then of course.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The dragon uses its slimy tongue to reach up and pry the FCO's hands off its eyes

CTO_Senek says:
$CO: Aye, sir.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Remembers something. Focuses on the dragon.:: Dragon: Go to the necromancers world, go there, go there, go there... ::Focusing, focusing..::

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Walking calmly down still looking up at the sky, he looks down at the captain.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@::Aims at the dragon.::

CIV_Deimon says:
$CO:Problems?

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The Black Dragon and the FCO vanish.

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Takes the rifle from the EO and aims at the dragon.:: EO/CSO: Someone try to contact the FCO in a way, I'm going to try to get a clear shot!

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Deep concentration.::

CTO_Senek says:
$CO: If you're thinking of sending the Dragon away, remember that FCO is on its back and he might be pulled into the rift as well.. ::Too late::

FCO_Durron says:
$::Feels desparate and grabs the dragon's tounge.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Opens her eyes. Sees the result.::

CSO_Sketek says:
@All: Looks like they are both gone.

CSO_Sketek says:
@All: Let's meet up with the captain's team to get a better idea what to do next.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The FCO arrives in the land of the Necromancers, millions of undead skeletons as far as the eye can see, the sky is a perpetual black

Host CO_Kalla says:
$King Ironheart: Can all my crew join you going through the portals.

CNS_Jordain says:
@CSO: You could be right but where did they go is now the question!

CSO_Sketek says:
@All: Let's hurry. ::Running to the CO's team.::

FCO_Durron says:
$::Looks around and begins to feel that staying on the dragon's back was a very very very bad idea:: Self: Oh boy.

CTO_Senek says:
$CO: If you're thinking of going into the Necromancers' world alone...

CNS_Jordain says:
@::Follows the CSO down the mountain.::

CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Where did the FCO go?

EO_Z`heta says:
@::Follows CSO and heads to the Captain's location.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CSO: I believe to the necromancer's world.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The dragon dumps the FCO off its back, looks extremely frightened and teleports away.

CIV_Deimon says:
::Is still looking up at the sky.:: All: I get the feeling this is bad...

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Looks at the King.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
::Looks ashen.::

CSO_Sketek says:
$CO: Please tell me you also have a plan how to get him back.

CSO_Sketek says:
$CO: Or...?

FCO_Durron says:
@::Takes flight straight up to avoid as many of the threats as possible.::

Host CO_Kalla says:
$CSO: You are in charge here. Follow the dwarves to the Giants world and continue the battle.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: All around the FCO there is a mystical sense of pure evil, this is definately not the holodeck.,...

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Closes her eyes, focuses on the map, focusing, focusing, focusing... The world around her fades away.::

CNS_Jordain says:
$CO: Captain, if I can get to the FCO I can help him. I have the power to kill the undead!

CTO_Senek says:
$CO: I cannot allow you to travel alone!

CSO_Sketek says:
$CO: Understood.

Host CO_Kalla says:
$::Grabs CNS by the arm just in time before dematerialising.::

FCO_Durron says:
@::Pulls out his sword and thinks that he should have rememberd  that earler.:: Self: Ok. well then... Let's see....

CTO_Senek says:
$::Sees CO fade away and grumbles about SF regulations.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The CO arrives in the land of the Necromancers on the ground, graveyards with unearthed graves surround her.

FCO_Durron says:
@::Looks down to see if anything is chasing him.::

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: The CNS is pulled in too.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Opens her eyes.:: CNS: Well, Ensign this is our best chance before they know we are here. Main thing is to stay together.

CSO_Sketek says:
$All: Captain, FCO and CNS may or may not be back. We can't do anything about it. So let's continue.

EO_Z`heta says:
$::Walks to the CEO.:: CEO:Ma'am, it's good to see you again!

CTO_Senek says:
$CSO: Continue how exactly? As far as I know, she was our only way to travel between planes.

CEO_Rogers says:
$::Nods at the EO.:: EO: how true, I hope you're keeping safe.

CNS_Jordain says:
@CO: Aye ma'am.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@CNS: Are you by chance any kind of telepathic, CNS?

CSO_Sketek says:
$CTO: Indeed, indeed... hmm...

CTO_Senek says:
$CSO: Now we need to wait for her to return... ::More quietly.:: And I don't think that these dwarves are the most patient people I've known.

CIV_Deimon says:
$All; We've got to meet the elementals at the Flux, let's go there.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Calls out.:: FCO: MR DURRON!

FCO_Durron says:
@::Finds himself a nice clound to hide in but is beginging to get tired of flying.::

EO_Z`heta says:
$CEO: I am, chief.  More than I can say about Lt. Durron and the captain...  And yourself?

CNS_Jordain says:
@CO:No, captain, I am not.

CSO_Sketek says:
$CIV/CTO: You will have to wait here and explain possible delay to dwarves.

CSO_Sketek says:
$CIV/CTO: In case of emergency... you can throw a few lightnings.

Host King_Ironheart says:
Action: A few skeletons hear the CO and begin to shamble her way with zombies and ghouls in tow

CTO_Senek says:
$CSO/CIV: Why are you going to the elementals anyway? Are they planeswalkers?

CEO_Rogers says:
$EO: fine thankfully - the dwarves seemed impressed with the 3 golden statues I created for their king

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Draws her sword and goes to face the skeletons.:: CNS: We must work fast, ensign, and see if we can find any clue to the whereabouts of our FCO.

CNS_Jordain says:
@CO Aye.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@CNS: You are looking for a half Vulcan, half human.

CTO_Senek says:
$CSO: Could we have CEO or EO stay with us? Ale barrels could come in handy if there's a delay.

CSO_Sketek says:
$CTO: Frankly said, I am rather unaware of the big picture - I'll just go to the flux, ok?

CTO_Senek says:
$CSO: Very well.

CSO_Sketek says:
$CTO: You can't give enough ale for a group that big. It's no use really.

EO_Z`heta says:
$CEO: That's nice! I only made a platinum object to the Earth Elemental.

Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Hits one skeleton so it breaks in two. Anger with herself makes her agressive, the evil surroundings are breaking down her Vulcan mind control.::

FCO_Durron says:
@::Drops out of the cloud a bit and looks for any dragons heading his way.::

CNS_Jordain says:
@CO: Does the FCO have a bit of telepathic abbility or not?

Host CO_Kalla says:
@CNS: Not that I know of. If so I believe he has no mental training.

CSO_Sketek says:
$CEO/CNS/EO/FCO: Let's go.

CIV_Deimon says:
$::Looks around at the dwarves and hopes they don't get impatient too quickly.:: Self;Oh boy...

Host King_Ironheart says:
Pause "Sorcery" Part IV

